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Taiwanese toh (就) and ciah (才)， which are often considered as forming an antonymous pair, 
show sig世ficant difference in their distribution and functions. A co中山 of 4-hour recording shows as 
many as 275 toh occurrences, while ciah is used only 51 times. The di宜'erence in their frequency rates is 
due to their di宜erent basic meanings: ciah, meaning 'only, just', intrinsically involves size and quantity, 
and thus has to co-occur with a scalar term; while toh; meaning 'precisely', does not show such a re
striction. Their different core meanings, when used in the context of conversation, interact with the 
M組ms 扭曲e Cooperative Principle 部 proposed by Grice (1975) 組d derive their v，缸ious inte中re旭

tions. The emphatic tone that toh may carry and its function to mark a less-demanding situation both 
arise as conversational implicatures from the interaction of its b部ic meaning, its logica1 inference en
tailed by the proposition, and the Maxims of Manner, Relevance, and Quanti可• Ci，帥's function of ex
pectation-denying and marking of a more-demanding condition may also be accounted for in terms of 
pragmatic implicature, though it may have already been conventionalized. 
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Introduction 

In the study of Mandarin grammar, the func
tions of jiu (就) and cai (才) have long been a 
topic that arouses heated discussions. Earlier works 
such as Chao (1968), Li and Thompson (1983) and 
Lu (1984) provided the basic description and cate
gorization of the multiple uses of the two adverbs. 
More re臼nt1y， Biq (1984, 1988) and Liu (1993) fur
ther introduced the new dimension of discourse to 
the scene, and presented a more comprehensive 
picture of the two adverbs. 

The Taiwanese counterparts of the two ad
verbs, however, have received relatively little atten
tion. In the past, sporadic reference was made to 
the meaning of toh ( 就) and ciah (才) in works 
on Taiwanese grammar such as Xu (1990) and 

Yang (1991), as well as lexicographical works such 
as Cheng (1989) and Chen (1991). The frrst sys
tematic account of Taiwanese toh and ciah is Lin 

(1996). Following the framework of Liu (1993), Lin 
presen包 a comprehensive investigation on the dis
哇。urse functions of toh and ciah in Taiwanese, in 
whi出 she explicates in great detail how these two 
adverbs may be used 部 a limiting element to quan
ti句 the scope of its modified constituent within a 
clause, and 部 a linking element to indicate the 悔，
pendency relation between two clauses. 

Lin's analysis of toh and ciah is correct on the 
whole; however, it fails to present a clear and per
suasive generalization for the various, seemingly 
unrelated uses of the two adverbs. For example, 
































